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We believe that trout
and salmon fishing
isn't just fishing for
trout and salmon. It's
fishing for sport rather
than food, where the
true enjoyment of the
sport lies in the
challenge, the lore, the
battle of wits, not
necessarily the full
creel. It's the feeling
of satisfaction that
comes from limiting
your kill instead of
killing your limit. It's
communing with
nature where the chief
reward is a refreshed
body and a contented
soul, where a license is
a permit to use not
abuse, to enjoy not
destroy our cold water
fishery. It's
subscribing to the
proposition that what's
good for trout and
salmon is good for the
fisherman and that
managing trout and
salmon for themselves
rather than the
fisherman is
fundamental to the
solution of our trout
and salmon problems.
It's appreciating our
fishery resource,
respecting fellow
anglers and giving
serious thought to
tomorrow.

Next Meeting
Tuesday, September 16, 2014 @ 7:30 PM
I hope everyone is enjoying their summer after enduring
the crazy winter. The weather seems to have finally
changed and the streams are up at thr time of this writing.
The water flows out of the West branch of the Delaware are holding at 500-600 cfs
for the time being, and its cold water! A good place to choose for beating the
summer doldrums.
We are looking for an active fall this year with a kickoff of a trip to the Delaware
on Friday, October, 10 and Saturday, October, 11 (stay until Sunday or even
Monday) in the Hancock, NY area.
Check elsewhere in the Paumonok for details.
You’ll need a new fishing license by then and the rates have gone down slightly
from last year.
You can get a license by phone by calling 866-933-2257, the NYS license hotline.
Have your credit card ready.
Remember our first meeting is scheduled for Tuesday, September 6 at the VFW
Hall in Hicksville.
Hope you all enjoy the rest of your summer!
Wishing Tight Lines To All
Peter Dubno
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The joys of summer......
Fishing, Bar-b-ques, fishing, vacation, fishing, warm
weather, and did I mention fishing?
Anyway, it is THAT time of year again. The time to
be in the great outdoors, enjoying the sights and
sounds of our environment, while hopefully catching
a few fish along the way. I do hope we’ve all been
out and about and getting in some serious fishing. I
know for certain that I have!

Sept. - 6 Board Meeting (Location TBD)
Sept. 16 - General Meeting
Speaker - Jeff Yates
Hicksville VFW
Oct. 1 - Board Meeting (Location TBD)
Oct. 21 - General meeting
Speaker - Pete Dubno / Rick Lewis
Czech Nymphing

If you haven’t, why not?
If you need some new gear, there are some great
sales going on from many different chain stores and
manufacturers. Also, a lot of local shops have been
running some excellent sales too. I’m sure the boys
at Orvis, Camp Site, or Paul down at River Bay
would be more then glad to help you out.
If you need to learn a bit more or are looking for a
“Fishing Buddy” all you need to do is get in touch
with one of our Board members. Any one of them
would be more then happy to either help you out
themselves, or direct you to someone who can.
Talking about the Board, I would like congratulate
our new President and Vice President, Peter Dubno
and John Fischer. Both Pete AND John have been
around for a long time and both have been past
presidents back in the late 80’s and early 90’s.
Welcome back gentlemen!
I would also like to welcome the newest Board
member, Luke Baranov who was also elected in
June..
I would also like to thank our Immediate Past
President Peter Harris for the last three years of hard
work and dedication. I know from past experience
the job of President is not an easy one. So, Thank
You Pete for all your hard work and dedication.
In closing, I hope everyone enjoys the rest of their
summer. And remember ; Conserve, Protect,
Restore, and Educate!
Jay Mooney
Editor –In-Chief
LITU Editor @ AOL.com

For all of the anglers and gear heads always looking
for new shops and new gear, there’s a brand new fly
shop in town!
The name of the shop is River Bay Outfitters. They
are located at 445 Merrick Road in the town of
Oceanside. Just minutes from the Meadowbrook
Parkway and other easy access points.
River Bay is a shop that specializes in the sport of fly
fishing and everything that goes along with it. From
rods and reels to just about everything fly tying under
the sun, it will all be available.
As well as all the new gear, information and
education for anglers of all levels will be available as
well.
The proud owner and one of our own, Paul McCain,
has been active in fly fishing for over 30 years. Paul
welcomes you to stop in to learn how to tie a new fly,
get details on local waters, and learn some tips and
techniques.
More than just a fly shop, River Bay Outfitters will
be a place to talk about fresh and salt water fishing.
For store hours, please call (516) 415-7748.
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Email the editor to be included in future
listings at:
LITU Editor@aol.com
FOR SALE:
Simms L2 wading boots size 5. Felt Bottoms. Brand
new, never used. Paid $130.00. Asking $75.00.
Simms L2 wading boots. Size 6. Felt Bottoms. Used
once. As new condition. Paid $130.00 Asking $75.00.
Simms Gore Tex Youth Waders. Size Medium. Used
gently once for 2 hours. As new condition.
Paid $200.00. Asking $140.00.
Leonard Bamboo Fly Rod. Model 48. 7’, 3 piece with
2 tips. Excellent to pristine original condition.
Original bag and tube. For the collector or discerning
angler.
$2200.00.
Northwoods Bamboo Fly Rod. Brand new. 7’ 2 piece
with 2 tips. Bag and tube. Great first time bamboo.
$575.00
If interested contact Jay Mooney at
AdirondackJ@aol.com .
FOR SALE: Fly Rod - Echo “Shadow” PE
10’, 3 WT Czech Nymphing Model
Asking $135.00
If interested contact John Fischer at 516-425-4198.
FOR SALE: CND Atlantis 11ft Surf Tamer Two
Handed Fly Rod Model 1111. Never used with
custom Case ($37.00 value). Original owner.
Purchased new w/o case for $475.00
$225.00 including case.

C S I C AG A I N C H A RT E R S
LIGHT TACK LE AND FLY FISHING O N THE NORTH SHO RE , MONTAUK AND O RIENT

Custom Scout 235
Huntington, CSH and Northport
Full day Half Day or 2 hour ‘quickies’
Montauk and Orient Full Day

Phone: (516)383-0508
E-mail: Csicagain@hotmail.com

Captain Robin Calitri
LongIslandFlyFishing.com

Striped Bass, Bluefish, Bonito, False Albacore and Bluefin Tuna
d

Equipment , instruction, drinks, snacks and fun include

LONG ISLAND’S FLYFISHING SHOP
SALT & FRESHWATER
All Major Brands
Able Reels - Bauer - Scott Flyrods
Tibor/Pate - G. Loomis - Sage
St. Croix - S. A. Mastery - Lamson - Rio
Simms - Airflo—Whiting

“We can outfit you for trips from Montauk to
Mongolia.”

The Camp-Site Sports Shop
1877 New York Ave.
Huntington Station, NY 11746.
Tel 631-271-4969

St. Croix Legend Ultra 9 ft. 6” , 7wt, 4pc. with tube ,
Model U967.4 Original owner. Never used. Perfect
condition. Purchased new for $ 360.00
Selling price is $200.00 including case.
Winston Vapor 9 ft. , 6wt., 4pc. with tube. Model No.
690.Original owner. Never used. Perfect condition.
Purchased new for $295.00
Selling price is $200.00 including case.

Contact Bill O’Brien.631-261-3021

www.LongIslandTU.org
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All Fishermen Are Liars
By John Gierach
Since I read his very first book Trout Bum, I’ve been a
huge fan of John Gierach. When I met him and fished
with him once a number of years ago, I became an even
bigger fan, if possible.
I've read every one of his books and if I would have
reviewed them I would have given the vast majority of
them more or less a 5-star rating.
However, I honestly found "All Fishermen Are Liars"
just a little flat. I thought perhaps my lukewarm feelings
about this book were a result of having OD'd on all his
previous writings. But, when I went back to re-read a
few of his previous books, I thoroughly enjoyed them
just about as much as when I first read them.
So, it's this particular book that I found wanting. I
absolutely loved the introductory chapter in which he
presents kind of a semi-autobiography, describing his
childhood, his adventure out West, his Spartan / bohemian lifestyle early on, the innumerable itinerant jobs,
and on into his evolution into an accomplished fly fisher
and writer.
However, a number of other chapters I simply found
uninspiring---no provocative musings, no clever turn of
phrase, no humorous situations, almost no point. Kind of
only descriptive. A few of the chapters just felt almost
forced and stunted.
Don't get me wrong, there were some excellent chapter
in addition to the introductory chapter. In fact, I really
enjoyed the chapters named 'March' and 'Montana' but,
again, I found the book as a whole a tad uneven---and,
thus, a little disappointing.
All Fisherman Are Liars also noticeably lacked any
stories containing his best friend AK Best which I found
a bit puzzling and again, slightly disappointing. It also
seemed a little too focused on guided trips and slightly
lacking in the hike into the hills type stories that I have
come to love from John.
Although there were some things that felt flat, his
writing style hasn't changed a bit though and overall it
was indeed a good book to read.
Overall I would recommend it with a 4 star rating.

The Long Island Fly Rodders
meet the first Tuesday of each month at
Levittown VFW Hall at 8:00 PM.
55 Hickory Lane
Levittown, NY
www.liflyrodders.org
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Use Fly Head Cement Sparingly - Some tiers apply
head cement to various areas of the fly during the
tying process: for example to secure tails, wings, the
whip-finish, etc. This can make your flies appear
stiff, discolored, and the hook eye often becomes
clogged with cement. Try eliminating the use of head
cement during tying and use it only for it's stated
purpose-securing the thread at the head. You may
find you tie faster and better flies and eliminate the
headache of cemented hook eyes.
Bulking-Up Nymph Bodies - Dubbing the body of a
large nymph such as a stonefly or green drake uses a
lot of time and material. Wrapping an underbody of
yarn or floss will save on dubbing, but still takes
time. You can help your cause by using heavy thread
and over-tying your nymphs-that is, using many
wraps of thread to secure the weighting wire, tails,
and rib material. Instead of your usual 6/0 or 8/0
thread, start with something heavier-Danville's
Flymaster Plus, flat waxed nylon, size A nylon, or
even one of the new stretch-nylon materials. Wrap a
base of thread on the hook shank and attach the
weighting wire to the hook. When you tie in the tails,
don't secure them with a few wraps of thread and
then clip the butts-rather, leave the butts long and
bind them down with a tight spiral of thread. Attach
the rib material in the thorax area, and bind it along
the shank all the way back to the base of the tails.
You'll see that you have built up a fairly thick
underbody. Now tie off the heavy thread. Switch to a
bobbin loaded with your favorite 6/0 or 8/0 thread
and proceed with the rest of the fly. If you want to
make an exceptionally durable fly, give the underbody a coat of cement before applying the dubbing.
Prolong the Life of Wader Suspenders- If you
have the type of wader suspenders that use a real
button, don't button and unbutton the suspenders
from the wader buttons each time you fish. This
causes the buttonholes in the suspenders to become
enlarged and loose. Instead, just slide the suspender
straps on or off each shoulder when you take them on
and off. Dick Jogodnik

DEC Proposes Updates to Petroleum,
Used Oil and Chemical Storage Regulations
The New York State Department of Environmental
Conservation (DEC) has proposed changes to update and
consolidate Petroleum Bulk Storage (PBS) and Chemical
Bulk Storage (CBS) regulations, DEC Commissioner Joe
Martens announced today. The proposed changes would
clarify existing requirements and should therefore make
it easier for those who store bulk amounts of petroleum
or hazardous substances/chemicals in tank systems to
comply with equipment and handling standards needed
to prevent contamination of soil, groundwater, surface
water and public water supplies.
"Consolidating, updating and clarifying our bulk storage
regulations will bring together many changes made over
the years to several state and federal laws and
regulations," said Commissioner Martens. "Our proposed
changes will allow us to improve environmental
standards while making it easier for the owners and
operators of nearly 40,000 facilities in New York State
to comply."
To maximize opportunities for public input, DEC
released the proposed changes to the PBS and CBS
regulations for informal public comment in August 2013.
DEC modified the proposed rule in response to the
comments received, and the revised proposals reflecting
stakeholder input are now being released for formal
public comment. Due to the many issues addressed by
these regulations, DEC is providing a 90-day public
comment period for these proposed rule makings, which
ends on Tuesday, November 4, 2014.
These proposed regulations represent Phase I of a
planned two-phase rule making process. Phase II will be
proposed after the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency finalizes its rule making process that is currently
underway to revise the federal regulations governing the
storage of petroleum and hazardous substances in
underground storage tanks (USTs) (40 Code of Federal
Regulations Parts 280-281).

Enjoy Your Summer – As They Say - Tight Lines
Send your tips to KensTUTips@verizon.net

www.LongIslandTU.org
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By Tom McCoy
Upstate had massive rain the week before causing floods. The reservoirs were full and over flowing. I was
checking the stream flow charts and all rivers in the area were above fishable levels The Beaverkill at Cooks Falls
was 1300 - 500 would have been better. I continued to watch. Chuck was up for the weekend and said the
Beaverkill was off color and high but fishable. It gave me hope. On Tuesday it had dropped to 1000 cfs and I
decided to go. My friend Kevin was planning to join me on day 2, after some morning business. I gave him the
opportunity to back out, not wanting him to waste his time on water too tough to fish. He said he was looking
forward to just being away and would be fine with whatever the conditions are.
I left about 6 and was up there by nine thirty, had some breakfast but was undecided on where and what to fish.
The streams (Beaverkill and Willow) were clear and seemed normal height. I wanted Kevin to have a positive
experience so I was thinking of quick access spots that hold catchable fish with minimal wading. I stopped in town
and picked up some March Browns hoping they would start showing up and headed for the Willow near DeBruce.
Rain was predicted all week along with thunder storms. I put my rain jacket in the back of my waders; the sky
was partially cloudy with the sun popping out. I expected to need it before the day was over. As it turned out I
didn’t need it for the whole trip. A few sprinkles caught me, but no rain. So much for weather reports.
I had the river to myself and decided to work my way downstream by crossing at the parking area. The better worn
path and easier fishing access points are on the near side but I always enjoy the woodsy walk this side affords you.
I could also look down into the deep pools along the edge and see what was going on, dapping my fly to elicit a
response. The problem is there is little casting room, no fighting or landing room and when you lift your rod to
strike, chances are you will be fouled in a tree. None the less I enjoy the view.
I came upon a fallen tree a few feet off the bank with a few branches on it. While looking it over a fish rose. Not
just a simple rise but a smash and swirl. It was right
under the troublesome branch where no fly on a leader
would survive passage. I watched some more and he
came up again a few feet out from the branch. I started
with a small caddis emerger as there was a blizzard
hatch going on, although the fish did not seem to be
focusing on them. I had a hard time seeing it in the
glare. I put on a 12 Adams I had tied and I made a few
feeble flips with mostly leader and sure enough he
came up to it, took a look and sauntered back to his
cover. A few more minutes and he rose upstream of the
last spot. This guy was a traveler. I feudally flipped him
again and then moved on downstream marking the spot
for my return.
I fished the “Wall” as Tom Lo calls it and came up with
a few brookies on a Dark Hendrickson. Moved down to the confluence where one more came my way and then
started working my way back upstream. I looked at the Mansion Pool and hit it with a few casts but was anxious to
get back to the tree. I sat and tied on some new 6x and that lucky Adams. Down from the targeted tree is an
upended set of tree roots making a swirling pool. I took a few shots into the area before casting to my intended
quarry and had one land and drift (with a few choice mends) perfectly into the heart of the roots. I figured I might
lose the fly but instead I got a wallop of a hit and a big boy was on. I pulled him out of the roots and into the flow
trying not to over stress the 6x. He was a fighter and gave me a few good reel turning runs. Then he seemed to be
coming in. I took in some line and went to get the net as he blasted off, spitting the hook. Expletive!
(Continued next page)
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(Continued from page 7)
I composed myself and apologized for the harsh language after having such an awesome moment. I blew on the
fly, added a little goo and worked the upstream tree. A fish came up and splashed at it, and then another. I changed
to a March Brown. It’s a little early but the fish are looking forward to them arriving as much as we are. A few
more casts and another good one was on. Same scenario with a good fight followed by a spit hook. Joe O. had
mentioned on a recent trip that he must be losing his touch as he hooked 5 or so, landing only 1. I was beginning
to feel the same. I changed flies again and as I went to crush the barb thought that maybe just this once I’d leave it
in place, but didn’t. No more hits and I headed for the car.
Spaghetti at Raimundo’s and then I drove to the campsite. I was exhausted and the thunder was rumbling in the
distance so I just watched a few guys try to fool the PhDs in the Covered Bridge Pool.
Thursday - Kevin was driving up so I had until about 2 PM to myself. I went to Ferdon’s and it did not disappoint.
Then to Upper Pig Pen (whose little arrow shaped sign has been removed, by the way). The walk in is a bit
challenging, especially with the jungle of knotweed already dominating the bank. The water was beautiful and I
was sure I would bring up a few fish but none materialized. It was just about 1 PM so I went to meet up with my
guest.
He was up for the overnight and wanted to get reacquainted with the area so we checked him in at the Riverside
and drove old 17 to Roscoe, pointing out the pools – Acid Factory, Cemetery, Painters Bend, Mountain, and so on
until we pulled into Ferdon’s. The top of the eddy was open although there were people up and down from us,
most standing on the fish while casting to the far bank. We discussed what fishing tactics he would prefer to work
on, given the short time he had. “Nymphs and streamers may be more productive but if you want to sharpen your
dry fly skills, it would be best to just focus on that, even if it means fewer fish.” He agreed. We rigged up with a
fresh tippet and a fly he could see. I suggested that he use maybe 10-15 feet of line and work the near water. I
demonstrated how to flip it upstream and watch it until it dragged, then flip it again. He is a fast learner. He fished
close to him, in the shallow water, moving up and down a
few feet after every 10 casts or so. “Watch the fly and you
will see fish come up. Let me know when you see one.” It
takes a while to really understand this part of fly fishing and
the eyes have to be attuned to it as well as one’s attention
span. I moved down from him and soon had a small one on
which I brought up to show him. We added a nymph to his
rig behind the Adams and he continued to cover the water,
getting increasingly competent with the technique.
Dark clouds came up behind us, a few rain drops fell and
the clap of thunder cleared the stream of our companions.
We looked at each other and signaled that we should pack it
in. We both were fishing our way to the car when the sky
cleared some. The storm had moved further west so we
went back to our spots and fished some more. Eventually
more rain came and we decided it was time to move anyway. I gave him the rest of the old 17 tour – Junction
Pool, Cottage Street, Hazel Bridge (which was closed), Power Lines and the Museum – and then we headed for
Lew Beach. Pointed out Kuttner’s Shop and told him of the good old days when we fished the Beaverkill Valley
Inn waters all the way to the Falls. As the rain fell I gave him that part of the tour. By the time we passed Joan
Wulff’s place the rain had quit. Next stop was the Covered Bridge Pool.

(Continued next page)
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(Continued from page 8 )
The water was clear and the fish were rising. A few
guys were already in position. I suggested we fish
the fast water below the pool and when he looked at
it his only comment was “You’re kidding, right?” I
showed him how we work pocket water and moved
a fish in one, although he didn’t take. His plan was
to work his way up while I went to the top. I was
doing well in the upper water and lost track of him
for a while. When he came nearer I asked how he
was doing. “Nothing.” was the reply. I invited him
to join me at the beginning of the riffle and put on a
March Brown. “Flip it into that glassy water and
watch it.” He did and soon had on a fish. It was near
8 PM and we were hungry so we headed to
Riverside for one of Tammy’s delicious dinners.

Friday morning was a tour of Sunoco Pool
followed by breakfast at the Roscoe Diner, then into town to introduce him to the Little Store, Catskill Flies
and the Beaverkill Angler. I told him about Dette’s and then took him to Rhododendron Pool off the
Quickway and on to Fur, Fin and Feathers as I knew he would enjoy the used guns that they have, as well as
the country atmosphere of the place. I was asking the guy if he ever had any Remington Wingmaster 16
gauges come through and he said “Sometimes.” I told him that I was hoping to find one to duplicate my
Father’s. “I’ll keep an eye out.” Then he pointed out a Winchester Model 12 in a 16 gauge and I told him I
have one – built in 1928. He mentioned that they only fit the old style ammo – 2.5 inch paper shells. I told
him I just used my last box and was upset that the gun can’t use the newer ammo. He surprised me when he
said he had some. I lit up as I have been worrying for years what I would do once the last box of old shells
was gone. He carries a lot of old ammo since he sells old guns. I bought 3 boxes and immediately texted my
brother that I am ready for our next skeet shooting trip and hopefully some pheasants.
We went to the parking area below DeBruce and I explained the choices we had in terms of fishing and
walking. We decided to go to the downed tree and try our luck. As we were setting up, the big boy rose and
let us know he was still there. I took a few shots at him and Kevin worked the water above me. Then we
crossed the riffle and went down to the big willow. It was time for him to get on the road so we said our
goodbyes. I stayed the rest of the day working that fish and hooking him once on a March Brown, once on an
emerging caddis and the last time (over the course of 5 hours with lots of rest in between) on a 16 parachute
Adams – with barb. I named him “Old Slip Jaw” after he managed to spit even my barbed offering.

L.I.T.U. Monthly Meetings
Held On the 3rd
Tuesday of every month
At 7:30 PM
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By Jeff Plackis
Very few visitors of Massapequa Preserve are aware that Massapequa Creek, and a smaller tributary above
Massapequa Reservoir, Massatayun Creek, in Massapequa Park, once supported a wild and thriving population
of native sea-run eastern brook trout (Salvelinus fontinalis). Sadly, this population has long been gone. But
hopefully our recent efforts to reestablish them in this famed spring creek will be successful.
Historically, anadromous brook trout, i.e. salters, were a common and
valuable resource in the waters along Long Island’s coast, both on the
north and south shore. These large and abundant trout were prized for
angling and eating. Unfortunately, overfishing, habitat loss,
sedimentation, acid precipitation, exotic species introductions, and
climate change have all contributed to the decline of these native
anadromous trout over the last 350 years throughout their natural
range. However, as interest in native species conservation has
increased, substantial resources have been directed towards brook
trout restoration.
Today we have an interesting historical snapshot into what Massapequa Creek was like in the mid- to late-19th
century as reflected in a passage from “Fishing in American Waters” by Genio C. Scott who wrote: “Lake
Massapequa (sic), at South Oyster Bay, on Long Island, is probably the best trout preserve in the United States.
It is owned by William Floyd Jones, Esq., who is one of the finest examples of an American gentleman. The
preserve covers eighty acres and is fed by a fine spring-brook which is seven miles in length.” To some extent,
Massapequa Creek, like so many other streams on Long Island, was preserved by private ownership of
surrounding lands. Throughout this period the creek was stocked with brook trout to supplement the existing
wild population of salters.
Brook trout are Long Island’s only native stream-dwelling trout.
Actually a member of the char family, brook trout thrive in cold,
clean waters, and help serve as indicators of the health of the
watersheds they inhabit. They do not compete well with introduced
fish, particularly perch, bass, and rainbow and brown trout. This
inability to compete, combined with their requirement of cold, clean
water, has relegated most wild brook trout populations to streams in
portions of Long Island that have seen the least disturbance by man.
Since 2000, Long Island Trout Unlimited (LITU), in partnership
with the New York State DEC(NYSDEC) and Nassau County DPW
(NCDPW), have been working on a restoration plan for
Massapequa Creek which was identified as a candidate for restoration and reintroduction of native brook trout.
After several years of temperature monitoroing and the eventual completion of NCDPW’s Stream flow
Augmentation Project it was time to bring back the natives.
LITU with support from the Cold Spring Harbor Fish Hatchery and Aquarium (CSHFHA) has done just that.
Over the spring of 2013 and again in the spring of 2104, over 5,000 fingerling and yearling native “Long Island
strain” brookies were stocked into the upper reaches of Massapequa Creek in an effort to jump start the population. The objective of this effort is to restore a brook trout population that is able to sustain itself through in situ
survival, growth, and reproduction. Over the next several years, NYSDEC will continue to monitor and assess
the population to determine what, if any, additional actions need to be taken to truly claim this population as
“restored”, but it was a giant first leap upstream.
10
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By Rick Vickers
Pete Dubno offered kind words and humorous anecdotes regarding Robert Maass as he unveiled Bob’s plaque at
the Catskill Fly Fishing Museum during the spring outing. It was very nice and a well deserved way to remember
a good friend of the chapter.
Shortly after the ceremony, Kay and I took a little walk up the knoll near the Willowemoc. There seemed to some
sort of fly class taking place, so we hung out in the background, hoping to learn a few tricks.
A friendly woman (“Jean”) approached and told us that we could join in if we liked – they were holding the
biweekly get together and competition of the Catskill Fly Casting Club. We didn’t want to butt in, but another,
friendly, vaguely familiar grey-haired woman came up to us and started a conversation.
Jean was practicing roll-casts by then, and our new host told us that she had been teaching casting for forty years
and already could see that Jean already was doing three things wrong. We told her that we were Kay and Rick and
she told us that her name was Joan Wulff. We took a step back! I told her that it was an honor to meet her, and
that I had read her book and watched her videos. Her response: “Well, let me see you cast.” We said that we
really were intermediate level casters and undaunted (well, actually, daunted), we ran to the car and came back
with our rods.
She spent twenty minutes with us, presenting her method in very simple terms, even squeezing our arms to show
us how to apply pressure at the right instant. She was amazingly quick and strong when loading the rod in her
demonstration casts.
I can’t say that we were transformed into expert fly
casters, but all of a sudden our line began to straighten out
and actually shoot in the direction we intended. We
thanked her, and I told her that receiving instruction from
her was like taking a hitting lesson from Mickey Mantle.
She said that she once actually tried to teach “The Mick”
fly casting, but that he was so muscle bound that he didn’t
learn very much.
After our impromptu lesson, I saw an article about her in a
copy of “The Fly fish Journal", which we picked up at the
Museum. Her age this spring? 87+ and going strong.

11
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Last week, hearings were held in the House and Senate on the Public Lands Renewable Energy Development
Act. The House Natural Resources Subcommittee on Energy and Mineral Resources invited TU’s President
and CEO, Chris Wood, to testify in support of the bill. This bill tells a great story we’re not hearing from
Washington, DC, very often these days – one where people from both parties work together to move a
common-sense piece of conservation legislation. At its core, the bill will establish a new permitting process
for developing renewable energy on public lands while giving a portion of revenues back to states and
counties, and most importantly to TU, create a new funding source for fish and wildlife habitat conservation.
As renewable energy continues to be developed on public lands, the conservation fund created using royalty
revenues will become a dependable source of funds for habitat restoration and hunting and angling access,
which will be essential as state and federal budgets for conservation are being trimmed. In addition, a portion
of the revenues will be given to states, counties, and deficit reduction. This is why the bill is supported by the
Western Governors’ Association and the National Association of Counties, among other varied groups. The
wide breadth of support has resulted in an impressively bipartisan list of 70 cosponsors in the House and
Senate divided roughly evenly between Republicans and Democrats.
Just like TU’s membership, the lead cosponsors of the bill, Representatives Gosar (R-AZ), Heck (R-NV),
Thompson (D-CA), and Polis (D-CO) and Senators Tester (D-MT) and Heller (R-NV), range across the political spectrum, but they have found a way to bridge their differences in the name of a shared vision. This is
a testament to TU’s philosophy. Whether it’s working with private landowners to improve irrigation efficiency for their farms while providing water for fish, or bridging political divides, we’re all about bringing
together stakeholders to find conservation solutions that work for everyone. We couldn’t do that without our
members and supporters who share this philosophy.
So the next time you hear someone complaining about how Congress isn’t doing anything – just tell them to
look at TU as a model of how we can all work together.

TU President and CEO Chris Wood with Representative Paul Goasr (R - AZ)
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The hydraulic fracturing debate in New York State has been so intense that Gov. Andrew Cuomo imposed a
moratorium two years ago to study the issue.
That temporary hold did little to calm nerves in some upstate communities, leading Dryden, in the Finger
Lakes region, and Middlefield, in Otsego County, to make sure their zoning laws banned fracking within
town limits. These communities reasoned that the industrial process would harm their way of life. Or, as the
Middlefield board put it, fracking would “irreversibly overwhelm the rural character of the town.”
Energy companies sued, as expected. But on Monday New York’s highest court ruled in favor of Dryden and
Middlefield, affirming a lower court ruling that found the towns could use local land use ordinances or laws
to ban industrial drilling for natural gas.
This is a very big win for New York’s small towns, and a big loss for energy companies trying to mine what
is believed to be a considerable amount of natural gas in the state. So far, almost 180 communities
have prohibited fracking, and this ruling is expected to encourage more town boards to do the same.
Lawyers for energy companies have argued that allowing local zoning laws to ban fracking will, in effect,
give 932 towns the power to decide the energy policy of New York State. But that’s a strange way of looking
at the issue.
The Cuomo administration is
expected to finish its review of
fracking health risks sometime
next year; at which point the state
will have a policy — hopefully a
clear and useful one that could
act as a model for other states. If
the administration decides to
allow fracking to some degree,
towns can choose to permit the
process on their land — or not.
And, of course, energy
companies will be free to lobby
those small town boards to convince them that fracking is safe,
clean and worth their while.
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Trout Season is here and this is all you need to get started
Our very own Tom McCoy of LITU has announced the publication of his new book, How To Fly Fish For
Trout, for those interested in trying the sport. “Many of the existing books for beginners offer too much
information.” said Tom “This is all you need to get started.” It is written as a neighbor trying to help a friend to
get started in a few short lessons while entertaining the reader with perspective and philosophy. There are 8 short
stories that bring to life his experiences and methods. The book is 158 pages (8.5x11) and includes photos that
will make you want to get on a stream as soon as possible. It also has a buyer’s guide for the beginner with a
sample fly selection and equipment list – everything you need to get going.
“I wrote the book to help the new guy and gal, but also as a hopefully enjoyable read for anyone interested in
fishing, the outdoors and conservation. It is presented in a peer to peer format and hopes to entertain as well as
coach.” said Tom

Women fish too.
For years Tom donated copies of the early version of the book to new TU members as well as women recovering
from breast cancer who participated in Casting For Recovery workshops. “Women are the fastest growing segment of new fisherpersons” said Tom “and the sport is a natural for them.”
The book is available at River-Bay Outfitters in Oceanside, Campsite in Huntington, Cow Harbor B&T in
Northport and Terminal Tackle in Kings Park as well as on both Amazon.com and Kindle.com. Pick up a copy
and Tom will be glad to sign it for you at the February Meeting.
A direct link to the listing is: http://www.amazon.com/dp/1494404230
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The Chapter has planned a Fall Outing to the Upper Delaware River for the
weekend of October 10th through October 12th, 2014 - a great time to catch some
fall browns and enjoy some fall foliage.
We will be staying at the Smith's Colonial Motel just on the outskirts of Hancock,
New York. From this location you will have several angling opportunities
including both the East and West Branches of the Delaware River, the Main Stem
of the Delaware, as well as the Beaverkill and Willowemoc, just a short drive
away.
The cost for lodging for both Friday & Saturday Night is $80.00 per person,
based on double occupancy, plus taxes and gratuities. Meals are NOT included.
Deposits are now being accepted. Please contact John Fischer at 516-425-4198
or johnrfischer1@gmail.com for more information. Space is limited, so
reserve your spot early!
See next page for further information.

L.I.T.U. Monthly Meetings
Held On the 3rd
Tuesday of every month
At 7:30 PM
Hicksville VFW Hall
320 So. Broadway, Hicksville, NY
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LITU Fall Outing
to the Delaware River
Friday Oct. 10 to Sunday Oct. 12, 2014
Extended dates possible. (This is Columbus Day Weekend)

A great time to catch some fall browns and foliage.
COST
2 Nights $80/per person/2 per room
TU members only!
All meals can be found locally in town.
Smith’s Colonial Motel
Rt. 97 Hancock, NY
You can fish the East Branch, West Branch, or Main
Stem of the Delaware.
Directions: NYS Thruway north to Exit 16 – Harriman.
West on Rt. 17 to Hancock Exit 87A, then left onto Rt. 268.
Turn left onto Rt. 97 just after Circle E Diner in town and go 2 miles to
Smith’s Colonial Motel.
Contact John Fischer: 516-425-4198 or johnrfischer1@gmail.com
Send him $40 deposit made out to John Fischer to hold your spot.
First come, first serve.
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This page provides information on sporting license changes taking effect on February 1, 2014. Changes
include reduced fees, reduced number of licenses, changes to valid license dates and more. If you have
questions, please contact New York State D.E.C at fwinfo@gw.dec.state.ny.us

Fishing License
Comparison of Current Fishing License Information and Changes Starting February 1

Annual License
Current
Purchases Through January 31
Valid October 1 – September 30
$29.00 (Resident)

Change
Purchases Beginning February 1
Valid one full year (365 days) from
date of purchase
$25 (resident, ages 16-69*)

$70.00 (Non-resident)

$50 (nonresident)

7 Day License
Current
Purchases Through January 31
$15.00 (Resident)

Change
Purchases Beginning February 1
$13 (resident, ages 16-69*)

$35.00 (Non-resident)

$31 (nonresident)

Marine Registry
Current
Purchases Through January 31
Valid January 1 - December 31
No Fee (resident and Non-resident)

Change
Purchases Beginning February 1
Valid one full year (365 days) from
date of registration
Remains as no fee
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